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1. Analysis of touristic market  

Tourism in the world is an activity that emerged in the Old Age, in the classical 
Greece they used to practice tourisms of sports and religious character. Since 
then tourism has followed an upward trend through all kinds of changes and 
developments, mainly marked by two moments: the arrival of one of the most 
important phenomena in the tourism sector which was the Grand Tour in the 
sixteenth century that marked a change in the industry; and the appearance of 
the first organized package tour as a concept by Thomas Cook in 1841, who 
later mounted the first agency in the world called "Thomas Cook & Son". 

Since then tourism has gone through expansions and recessions due to social, 
political and economic circumstances in the world. Because of the First World 
War in 1914, and the Second one was paralyzed the tourism sector until 1949. 
Was already between 1950 and 1973 when started the increase that we know 
as 1st tourist boom.  

International tourism grew at a higher rate than it had done throughout history, 
mainly due to the emergence of the so-called welfare society, who focused their 
interests on travel and meet of cultures; together with higher educational level, 
the invention of the steam engine and new road and rail infrastructure, which 
brutally shortened transfer times; and finally because of the new labor 
legislation with paid vacation, 5 working days, labor journeys of 40 hours per 
week, and the expansion of social coverage (retirement, unemployment, ...), 
which enhanced greatly the development of leisure and tourism. This boom 
represented in figures reflected a step from the 25 million tourists who had in 
1950 to the 190 million in 1973. 

In the 70's energy crisis which particularly affects the transport sector caused a 
new period of crisis for the tourism industry that lasted until 1978. It was in the 
80s when the standard of living rose again and tourism became the economic 
motor of many countries, having to apply marketing techniques and reducing 
the quality to lower costs and prices due to strong competition (massification of 
supply and demand).  

In the 90’s there was a stage of maturity of the sector which led again lower 
prices for air travel due to low cost airlines and fierce competition of the same . 
In addition this was reinforced by the entry into force of the Treaty of Maastricht 
in 1992 (free movement of people and goods in Europe ...) and the Schengen 
Agreement in 1995 which eliminated border controls in the EU countries that 
have signed the treaty. 

So, as we can see in the chart, this rising trend continued until 2009, when 
there was a very strong economic crisis; however in 2010 tourism continues to 
grow until arrived the 2014, when it reached record figures again. And it is 
expected that this increasing trend will continue till the 2030 according to the 
expert’s opinion. 
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Source: UNWTO Tourism Highlight [on line]. UNWTOM available in 
http://www.e-unwto.org/doi/pdf/10.18111/9789284416899- [17 November 2015] 
annual report 2015 edition. 

 

 

In terms of numbers of international arrivals in 2014 it is important to know that 
records were reached, becoming 181 million in the Americas, 582 million in 
Europe, 263 million in Asia Pacific, 51 million in the Middle East and 56 million 
in Africa. Which represented a growth in the number of arrivals of 7%, 4%, 5%, 
4% and 2% respectively. 

All these international arrivals accounted in economic terms of revenues of 937 
billion euros in 2014 (an increase of 3.7%respect to the 2013), of which Europe 
represented the 41% of total world income. 

http://www.e-unwto.org/doi/pdf/10.18111/9789284416899-
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Source: UNWTO Tourism Highlight [on line]. UNWTOM available in 
http://www.e-unwto.org/doi/pdf/10.18111/9789284416899- [17 November 2015] 
annual report 2015 edition. 
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Regarding the development of tourist arrivals in Spain, followed the same 
growing trend that at global level, with stagnation in the first and second World 
War; once this last and reached a stable situation between 1950 and 1973 
came the first tourist boom, that launched the arrivals until 2009, when a 
significant downturn was recorded due to an economic crisis that brought the 
country to bankruptcy and instability; but in 2010 the tourism sector was 
reactivated and again were reached the same number of tourist arrivals had 
before the crisis in just a period of time of two years, reaching overcome in 2013 
and 2014. 

 

 

 

Source: Tourspain using data from Frontur and with the recognition of the 
Gobierno de España, Ministerio de Industria, Energia y Turismo [on line]. 
Tourspain estadisticas available in http://estadisticas.tourspain.es/es-
es/estadisticas/frontur/series/paginas/default.aspx - [26 November 2015] 
updated data in 2015. 
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Concerning the development of tourism in the Balearics, growth trends and 
paralysis have been matched with tourism at national and global level. So we 
can see that since the last crisis in the sector in 2009 as I mentioned earlier, 
figures for international arrivals to the Balearic Islands have increased to reach 
up to 11.351.656 in 2014. 

 

  

Source: Institut d’Estadística de les Illes Balears [on line]. IBESTAT estadisticas 
available in https://www.caib.es/ibestat/estadistiques/043d7774-cd6c-4363-
929a-703aaa0cb9e0/e3cf1ac0-3dce-4b97-948f-
ef216a613f9e/es/I208002_1001.px  - [26 November 2015] updated data in 
2015. 

 

However in the case of the Balearic Islands we must take into account the 
domestic tourism as it represents around 2 million of annual arrivals; exactly in 
2014 it was 2,174,896 million. 
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Once we have analyzed the trends in the tourism sector on a large scale we 
can focus on the profile of tourists coming to Mallorca. If we analyze the 
tourists according to their nationality, over the last few years we can see that 
there are 2 major emitting countries that are Germany and Britain and are 
followed by the Nordic countries, by all countries formed by Belgium, 
Luxembourg and the Netherlands Netherlands, and followed closely by France 
and Italy. 

If we focus on 2014 figures we see that international tourism on the island 
represents 88.9% of the total, then leaving domestic tourism with 11.1% of 
arrivals. Of this 88.9% we can see that leading the arrivals we have the German 
market with 3,731,277 arrivals (43.51%), and the British market with 2,165,665 
(25.25%). Following these two powers have to arrivals from Nordic countries 
with 758,836 (8.86%), tourists from the whole of Belgium, Luxembourg and the 
Netherlands with 365,542 (4.27%), the Swiss tourists with 334,815 (3.91%) and 
French with 326,356 (3.81%). And finally we have the Austrian tourists with 
175,517 (2.05%), Italians with 163,347 (1.90%), Irishmen with 100,057 (1.16%) 
and those who come from the world that have reached the 452,645 arrivals 
(5.28%). 

 

 

 

Mal lorca Mal lorca

Nº Turistas Estancia media Gasto medio diario

2014_Total

   TOTAL (1+2) 8,26 107,68

   1. ESPAÑA 7,8 93,12

   2. EXTRANJERO 8,32 109,39

   (102) Austria

   (110) Francia

   (113) Irlanda

   (115) Italia

   (125) Reino Unido 7,9 105,93

   (126) Alemania 8,33 104,32

   (132) Suiza

   Bélgica, Luxemburgo y Países Bajos

   Países nórdicos

   Resto del mundo 8,63 118,77

2013_Total

   TOTAL (1+2) 8,35 109,67

   1. ESPAÑA 8,02 83,15

   2. EXTRANJERO 8,38 112,61

   (102) Austria

   (110) Francia

   (113) Irlanda

   (115) Italia

   (125) Reino Unido 7,97 107,66

   (126) Alemania 8,46 107,14

   (132) Suiza

   Bélgica, Luxemburgo y Países Bajos

   Países nórdicos

   Resto del mundo 8,61 123,68

2012_Total

   TOTAL (1+2) 8,46 105,32

   1. ESPAÑA 7,57 84,34

   2. EXTRANJERO 8,59 108,1

   (102) Austria

   (110) Francia

   (113) Irlanda

   (115) Italia

   (125) Reino Unido 8,28 98,83

   (126) Alemania 8,53 105,87

   (132) Suiza

   Bélgica, Luxemburgo y Países Bajos

   Países nórdicos

   Resto del mundo 8,92 117,88

2011_Total

   TOTAL (1+2) 8,4 105,62

   1. ESPAÑA 7,78 80,92

   2. EXTRANJERO 8,5 109,15

   (102) Austria

   (110) Francia

   (113) Irlanda

   (115) Italia

   (125) Reino Unido 8,4 98,98

   (126) Alemania 8,41 105,12

   (132) Suiza

   Bélgica, Luxemburgo y Países Bajos

   Países nórdicos

   Resto del mundo 8,7 122

2010_Acumulado

   TOTAL (1+2) 8,44 109,6

   1. ESPAÑA 7,76 84,88

   2. EXTRANJERO 8,54 112,91

   (102) Austria

   (110) Francia

   (113) Irlanda

   (115) Italia

   (125) Reino Unido 8,31 111,21

   (126) Alemania 8,31 108,49

   (132) Suiza

   Bélgica, Luxemburgo y Países Bajos

   Países nórdicos

   Resto del mundo 280615 9,03 119,9

Fuente:Institut d'Estadística de les Illes Balears (IBESTAT) a partir de datos de FRONTUR. España (CC BY 3.0)

Institut d'Estadística de les Illes Balears (IBESTAT) Teléfono: +34 971 784 575 Correo electrónico: info@ibestat.caib.es http://www.ibestat.cat
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Source: Institut d’Estadística de les Illes Balears, in Comunitat Autónoma de les 
Illes Balears [on line]. Number of touristic arrivals statistics available in 
https://www.caib.es/ibestat/estadistiques/043d7774-cd6c-4363-929a-
703aaa0cb9e0/ef88f7cf-8e0b-44e0-b897-85c2f85775ec/es/I208002_3001.px - 
[27 November 2015] updated data in 2015. 
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Source: Institut d’Estadística de les Illes Balears, in Comunitat Autónoma de les 
Illes Balears [on line]. Avarage stay statistics available in 
https://www.caib.es/ibestat/estadistiques/922f4f96-0580-4c25-9ba6-
bf8788247112/ed827783-e6bc-4ca0-980f-7f472b80bb4d/es/I208004_5001.px - 
[27 November 2015] updated data in 2015. 

Source: Institut d’Estadística de les Illes Balears, in Comunitat Autónoma de les 
Illes Balears [on line]. Avarage expenditure statistics available in 
https://www.caib.es/ibestat/estadistiques/922f4f96-0580-4c25-9ba6-
bf8788247112/e690f1d2-e952-4585-853c-7ffe8ab18a34/es/I208004_6001.px - 
[27 November 2015] updated data in 2015. 

 

 

We can also see that the average spending of international tourists has been 
and is currently higher than the average spending by domestic tourists, being 
in 2014 € 109.41 and € 93.13 per person per day respectively. Moreover, as 
spending by domestic tourists has been increasing in recent years, foreign 
spending has remained variable between 108 and 112 €. 

As for average stay of foreign tourists in Mallorca in 2014 was 8.32 days, so we 
can see that there has been a slight decrease since 2010. But in terms of 
domestic tourists in Mallorca we can see that their average stay was of 7.8 
days, a figure that has been fluctuating in the last four years between the 7.57 
to 8.02 days. 

We could conclude saying that the average stay in 2014 by the British was 
lower than that of the Germans (7.9 and 8.33 respectively), however the 
average expenditure was higher by the British that the Germans (105.93 and 
104.32 respectively). 
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https://www.caib.es/ibestat/estadistiques/922f4f96-0580-4c25-9ba6-bf8788247112/e690f1d2-e952-4585-853c-7ffe8ab18a34/es/I208004_6001.px
https://www.caib.es/ibestat/estadistiques/922f4f96-0580-4c25-9ba6-bf8788247112/e690f1d2-e952-4585-853c-7ffe8ab18a34/es/I208004_6001.px
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If we focus on analyzing the market in the area of Playa de Palma we will 
know that it is a completely seasonal touristic area, therefore we should keep in 
mind that hotels do not open all the year, so within range of hotels from 3 to 5 
stars which is the market segment that affects us (as the hotel we take is a 3 
stars one and we want to upload to 5), we should initially set ourselves of that 
the months of January and December remain closed 100% of establishments 
as it is low season and they would not be profitable to keep them opened.  
The months of February, March and April are months of preparation for the high 
season so hotels are opening gradually, and in May and the 91% of hotels are 
opened. From June to September the 107 establishments between 3 and 5 
stars in the area are open, and these with the months of May and October, 
months when tourism is still strong give an idea of the number of hotel beds that 
are offered on those dates in the zone. However, on November 1 begins the 
winter season and suddenly tourism gives a drastic drop in Mallorca, so many 
establishments closed on the same day on November 1, and 14 hotels that 
remain open are those in charge of house the residual tourism percentage, that 
is very low. 
 

 

Source: Institut d’Estadística de les Illes Balears, in Comunitat Autónoma de les 
Illes Balears [on line]. Number of open hotels available in 
https://www.caib.es/ibestat/estadistiques/614884d6-737a-401d-a8c3-
a35519b8fec9/8e771d60-794e-46b7-97d3-b43ccdf0e44f/es/I208013_0010.px - 
[01 December 2015] updated data in 2015. 
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Source: Institut d’Estadística de les Illes Balears, in Comunitat Autónoma de les 
Illes Balears [on line]. Hotels occupancy rate available in 
https://www.caib.es/ibestat/estadistiques/614884d6-737a-401d-a8c3-
a35519b8fec9/d7105787-0fa2-4106-8500-82b1ea93151f/es/I208013_0060.px - 
[03 December 2015] updated data in 2015. 

 
 

 
Once we know the number of establishments that were open during 2014 we 
can analyze the occupancy rate that was every month of the year depending on 
the number of hotels available.  
So in terms of the average occupancy rate depending on the available 
establishments we can see that the average occupancy for 2014 was 84.1%. 
In February when begin to arrive tourists, the 29% of hotels open their doors, 
however tourist arrivals are not enough to fill all the hotel rooms, so it is the 
month with the lower occupancy percentage of the season, a 48.85%. In March, 
April, May and June the hotels continue to open its doors progressively to be 
100% open, and tourist arrivals are increasing very significantly, it is here that 
occupancy rates up until July and August, months that they get to have covered 
all hotel beds, which gives us an idea of the number of tourists are concentrated 
in the area around that time of the year. 
 
In September the number of open hotels is maintained, but we can appreciate a 
thrust down in the occupancy percentage; in October we start to feel the return 
to calm and the closing of the first hotels; while maintaining high occupancy 
rates. Is from November 1, with the start of the offseason that the number of 
establishments open subsides and that causes that the few hotels that are 
opened maintain a very good occupancy rate in relation to the number of 
arrivals of tourists that are given in the island. Therefore we can see that the 
hotels are synchronizing their close in accordance with the arrivals of tourists, 
which makes occupancy rates of those who decide to open remain above 70%, 
except for the first month of the season which is a difficult month. 
 
 
In the area of Playa de Palma we can find different touristic market segments 
as the sun and beach tourism, sports tourism, cultural tourism and business, 
among others. 
 
Of these, the best known and more demanded is the sun and beach, due to 
favorable weather and the 4.6 kilometers of coastline of the Playa de Palma. 
This segment is usually associated with leisure, as well as concepts like rest, 
fun and entertainment, known as the three English S: sea, sun, sand.  
As we can see in the graphs below, and as I have already mentioned the 
weather of Mallorca is enviable not just due to the warm minimum temperatures 
that it offers during the winter, it is also due to the hot temperatures in the 
summer together with the lower rate of precipitations in summer.  
One of the main competitors with Mallorca is term of climate is the Dominican 
Republic but it has a really higher rate of precipitation in the period that is 
considered the high touristic season in Mallorca, or in Spain as a whole. And 

https://www.caib.es/ibestat/estadistiques/614884d6-737a-401d-a8c3-a35519b8fec9/d7105787-0fa2-4106-8500-82b1ea93151f/es/I208013_0060.px
https://www.caib.es/ibestat/estadistiques/614884d6-737a-401d-a8c3-a35519b8fec9/d7105787-0fa2-4106-8500-82b1ea93151f/es/I208013_0060.px
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the same situation happens with Italy that have a good temperatures but also 
more precipitations than Mallorca.  
And finally countries like Greece, Turkey and Morocco that have almost an 
identical climate as Mallorca, both in temperatures and in precipitations. These 
ones that can represent a really competition to the Island, unfortunately have 
economical and Politian instability, what make them less attractive to the 
tourists.   
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Source: World Meteorological Organization [on line]. Meteorological information 
of the European countries available in http://wwis.inm.es/es/home.html - [07 
December 2015] updated data in 2015. 

Source: Agencia Estatal de Metereología  [on line]. Meteorological information 
of Mallorca available in 
http://www.aemet.es/es/serviciosclimaticos/vigilancia_clima/resumenes?w=1&k
=bal - [07 December 2015] updated data in 2015. 
 
 
In addition, this segment has always been characterized as the flagship product 
in Mallorca and has been creating a brand image as a tourist destination of sun 
and beach. This is mainly for three reasons: 1, Mallorca has already established 
itself as a touristic brand; 2 is a destination that currently could not be easily 
replaced by another tourist destination because of the low prices offered, the 
quality of the beaches and climate, and because social, economic and political 
stability(political future recently unpredictable)of the area,  together with that 
Mallorca is a safe destination, aspect highly valued by tourists; And, thirdly, 
because there is a large number of foreign residents in the Majorcan coasts, 
helping to ensure tourist demand for sun and beach. 
 
It is also very representative for Playa de Palma the sports tourism. It is a 
segment that has gained importance over time in the international tourism 
sector, highlighting the privileged situation of the island for practices involving 
this segment, especially for the high quality and diversity of sports 
infrastructure, the proposal sporting events of international importance and 
natural resources offered itself Mallorca or the Balearic islands as a whole. 

- Cycling: cyclist’s flows in Balearic Islands have an extreme concentration 
in the months of February, March, April and May. This is due to balmy 
weather that has the Balearics compared to other European countries, 
which suffer during these months a cold winter that difficult practice 
cycling. In addition, this type of tourism helps fight the tourism 
seasonality on the island in general. At the same time, the variate and 
spectacular landscapes allow practice also hiking (walking) and 
athleticism on the island for the multitudinous itineraries along 
mountains, coasts and plains of the Serra de Tramuntana, recognized a 
World Heritage Site. 
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According to a report of Ruiz Collado, J. L. El impacto económico en la 
Isla del cicloturismo supera los 150 millones in Ultima Hora Newspaper[ 
09 October 2015] recoverd on 07 December 2015 from 
http://ultimahora.es/noticias/local/2015/10/09/163727/impacto-
economico-isla-del-cicloturismo-supera-150-millones.html : “in 2014, the 
number of tourists that arrive to the Island to the intention to do cycling 
overcome the 160.000 cyclists. The vast majority coming from Germany, 
Switzerland, Gran Britain and the Scandinavian. The economic impact in 
2014 of this touristic segment reaches the 150 millions of euros”.  

- Water sports: Mallorca has, additionally, with relevant sports and water 
infrastructures distributed around the island. 

- Golf: as Mallorca have 24 different fields. 
 
Given that sports tourism have a big boost, especially at the national level, 
Mallorca should be able to take advantage of major sporting events on the 
island, such as the Challenge Ciclista Mallorca or Trophy sailing Princesa Sofía-
Mapfre, to attract tourists in low season. The figure of ambassadors of top-level 
sport like tennis players Rafael Nadal and Carlos Moya, the cycling Alberto 
Contador or the motorcycle rider Jorge Lorenzo can significantly contribute to 
the creation and consolidation of these events. 
 
Senior /gold tourism: senior tourism segment or tourists older than 65 years, 
presents a great quantitative importance in the Balearic. The evolution of the 
number of elderly tourists from 65 years has presented an overall upward trend. 
The bulk of tourists visiting senior Balearic does in what has been agreed to call 
"medium season" that includes the spring and autumn, which is home to more 
than 46% of senior tourists. Whereas in summer only 26% of senior tourists is 
received and in winter this percentage is just a 28%. 
Many of these people come with the Inserso groups, it means trips subsidized 
by the state, while others come on their own. 
 
 
 
In the Playa de Palma predominates business model focused on a policy of 
low prices, low quality (low value added) and seasonality. These businesses 
base their economic activity on 3 factors: 

- Low prices are offset by a high volume of tourists, allowing reasonable 
profit margins. 

- Tourism is concentrated in the high season, with a high occupancy rate. 
However, the current model is not viable in low season, during which 
tourism offer is reduced (75% decrease) to preserve their profitability. 

- The vast majority of tourists come to Playa de Palma with tour operators 
packages. This model saves on marketing and sales costs, while 
ensuring a certain standardization of hotel and tourism products. 

“So, as it is explained in an article of Magro, Alberto. Mallorca pierde 
rentabilidad: crece a base de turismo barato y todo incluido  in the Diario de 
Mallorca[ 22 July 2014] recovered in 11 December 2015 from 
http://www.diariodemallorca.es/mallorca/2014/07/22/mallorca-pierde-
rentabilidad-crece-base/948638.html: “Mallorca is growing almost exclusively 

http://ultimahora.es/autor/ruiz-collado.html
http://ultimahora.es/noticias/local/2015/10/09/163727/impacto-economico-isla-del-cicloturismo-supera-150-millones.html
http://ultimahora.es/noticias/local/2015/10/09/163727/impacto-economico-isla-del-cicloturismo-supera-150-millones.html
http://www.diariodemallorca.es/mallorca/2014/07/22/mallorca-pierde-rentabilidad-crece-base/948638.html
http://www.diariodemallorca.es/mallorca/2014/07/22/mallorca-pierde-rentabilidad-crece-base/948638.html
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from “turistas de cartera estrecha” and low costs trips; while the most 
demanded are the touristic packages and the all-inclusive.”  
 According other article of Magro, Alberto. Más de la mitad del negocio turístico 
que genera Mallorca se va fuera de la isla also of the Diario de Mallorrca[12 
August 2014] recovered in 11 December 2015 from 
http://www.diariodemallorca.es/mallorca/2014/08/12/mitad-negocio-turistico-
genera-mallorca/953821.html: “ says that from the 8.624 millions of euros the  
tourists spend in their vacations, almost 3.040 million euros come from the 
touristic packages.”  
Therefore despite breaking records in number of tourists arriving arrivals, they 
spend less than they spent in 2009 because of the tourist packages and all 
inclusive, that are causing harmful effects to the complementary offer of the 
area, especially for restaurants and bars. 
 
Therefore tourism products offered in the Playa de Palma are little different from 
those of its competitors. 
The hotels are concentrated in 3 star hotels, most of them in all-inclusive regim, 
in which a standardized service with very low quality is given to can reduce 
costs and subsequently prices. This is because most of the tourists coming to 
the area are young people, the 66% of tourists in Playa de Palma are less than 
44 years, and its main requirement facing their vacation is to find an economic 
price in a destination with leisure, good weather and beautiful beaches. 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Source: Consorci Platja de Palma [on line]. El actual modelo de negocios del 
destino turístico PDP, page 19 available in 
http://pmi.palmademallorca.es/consorciplatjadepalma/documents/PUBLICACIO
NS/440_ESTRATEGIA1_G.pdf   - [18 December 2015] updated data in 2010. 
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http://www.diariodemallorca.es/mallorca/2014/08/12/mitad-negocio-turistico-genera-mallorca/953821.html
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This business model is undergoing a change due to the Plan de Reconversion 
Integral of Playa de Palma, which aims to rebuild the beach, enhance quality of 
hotels and try to attract another kind of tourist more environmentally friendly 
which looking for a bit more quality and therefore willing to pay a little more for 
your stay. 
 
 
As for market trends due to the business model that we find in the Playa de 
Palma, it is expected that the sector's competitiveness will continue to decline 
as it is a mature tourist area in process of deterioration that has entered into a 
deterioration cycle: 
 

 
 
That's why it is proposed the Plan de Reforma Integral, that involves changing 
the business model of the destination, to ensure an economic prosperity and 
consequently a sustainable future for the Playa de Palma. The Junta Rectora of 
the Consortium of Playa de Palma says will be based on "the recovery of the 
identity values of the local landscape, and the use of existing tourist 
infrastructure; reducing residential density, renovating and modernizing the 
business sector and adapting public space and urban landscape and the rural 
environment; It shall promote conversion, remodeling and qualitative and 
quantitative increase in hotel capacity in the area, setting conditions to facilitate 
its renewal and modernization ".  
According the PRI "Among the measures already taken, 27 hotels in the area 
have been upgraded, going from 18 to 31 four-star hotels; have submitted four 
new hotels four and five stars which represent 100 million euros of investments, 
reforms have been requested and increases other hotels category, for a value 
of 40 million euros. " 

Mass tourism seeking a budget 
holiday. 

hotels offer standardized 
products and poorly 

differentiated between them, so 
their way to compete is 

differentiated in prices, the 
lowest price and cost producció 

wins. 

This will take to an  increasing 
loss of quality of services 

offered. 

Competitiveness loss in the 
area. 
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To make the Playa de Palma a destination of first order in terms of the quality of 
its waters, it will be invested in mechanisms to improve water quality at the 
swimming area. Regarding this issue, the Mayor of Palma, Mateo Isern, has 
stressed that "the recovery of water quality is a priority for Playa de Palma 
becomes the destination that everyone wants."  
 
Therefore we can say that the tourism market in the area has continued in 
recent years a negative trend and that was an obsolete area and intended to 
the decline; but thanks to the measures taken by the consortium of the Playa de 
Palma area in the PRI will return to rejuvenate and establish itself as a new 
product. 

 
All these reasons mentioned above make increasingly more competition and 
more difficult to compete with new destinations. That is, the hotel sector 
accounts for half of tourism income and the large number of tourist 
establishments in the area, have created a high competition within the 
destination itself; which in turn causes a continuous pressure to reduce costs 
resulting in a poorer service. 
In addition to the competitors within the zone, they must also worry about the 
new competitors as they represent a major threat. Playa de Palma is competing 
around the Mediterranean Sea with countries such as Morocco, Greece, 
Croatia, Egypt... but also in many more distant countries such as Republic 
Dominican Republic, Mexico, Cuba, Thailand, etc. 
Finally it is important to note that these destinations offer more sophisticated 
and  elaborate product, in an ideal climate with diverse natural and cultural 
environment, with much lower local production costs, which are reflected in the 
really competitive market prices; what makes it very difficult to Playa de Palma 
continue competing with destinations with such potential. 
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The Playa de Palma has a wide range of complementary offers that make the 
area more attractive to tourists such as: 

- Club Nautic s’Arenal: where we can find a sailing school, swimming 
lessons, the Tofolets for smaller and regattas. 

- Rental companies of cars, motorbikes, bicycles, 
- Rental companies of material for water activities such as jet skis, surfing, 

paddle-surf, kaiak… 
- Palma Aquarium: where you can find about 8,000 exemplary of about 

700 representative species of fauna and flora of the Mediterranean Sea 
and the Indian, Atlantic and Pacific Ocean. 

- Aqualand: the best water park of Mallorca, located at the Arenal. 
- Gastronomy: there is great variety of bars and restaurants ranging from 

traditional food of the island to German or Japanese food. 
- Excursions: catamaran excursions around the island, boat trips to 

Formentera, jeep tours, walking tours routes designed for tourists to 
enjoy the natural heritage of Mallorca, horseback riding ... 

- Shopping: all kinds of shops to buy souvenirs and typical things of the 
island. 

- Recreation rooms for day entertainment and especially night. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

2. With regard to the management contract, you can see below the main 
clauses marked in green: 
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3. Strategic plan for the next 5 years: 
  

Mission: provide an efficient, satisfactory and sustainable service to all of our 
groups of interest (shareholders, partners, employees, customers and the 
society in general). 
 
Vision: compensate the time spent by our clients in our hotel providing them a 
meaningful experience.  
 
The values that guide the daily activity of the hotel, both internally and 
externally, are as follows: 
People are our main asset: our customers and our employees, our shareholders 
and our suppliers. Proving a good performance to the employees we can offer 
our customers personalized service and a satisfying experience.  
Environment: the hotel is aware of the importance of the environment, so try to 
reduce the damage that their activity may result in and try to promote a 
sustainable culture in the company. 
Innovation: we will try to be careful to the market trend changes and to be 
enough flexible to adapt our hotel quickly to them. 
Business Sense: we will have continuous controls to be sure that the business 
is working as we expect and our departments are working in the right way to 
achieve the common goals and objectives defined below. 
 
NH Hotels goals against this new project are:  
 
Short-term: attracting customers together with the profitability and loyalty of 
these through good advertising campaign. What is important in this first year is 
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that the hotel get known and begins to get money because of the initial 
expenses that we had of the reform of the property. 
 
Medium term: ensure that this new acquisition meets the qualities and 
characteristics of the NH Hotels brand in a way that suits the image of the brand 
that customers have and that helps empower this positively. 
 
Long term: maintain leadership in the tourism industry, constantly satisfy 
customer requirements, maintain infrastructure and furniture in perfect 
condition, and adapt to changing market and technological innovations to 
continue to lead the sector. 
 
The physical characteristics of the establishment that we want to manage 
are the following ones: a 3-star hotel located in Playa de Palma, which facilities 
need a renovation and modernization due to changing trends and customer 
requirements. 
The hotel we will manage has 139 rooms, divided into: 

- 19 single rooms: all single rooms are equipped with a bed, a private 
bathroom with shower or bath, hairdryer, air conditioning, satellite TV, 
telephone, wall safe (for rent) and electronic lock. In addition the 
balconies have a chair and a table to enjoy the Mediterranean landscape 
in the warm summer evenings. 

- 102 double rooms: all consist with twin or double beds, private bathroom 
with shower or bath, hairdryer, air conditioning, satellite TV, telephone, 
wall safe (for rent) and electronic lock. Besides the balconies have a 
couple of chairs and a table to enjoy the Mediterranean landscape in the 
warm summer evenings. 

- 18 suits: bigger than the rest are all equipped with double beds, private 
bathroom with shower or bath, hairdryer, air conditioning, satellite TV, 
telephone, wall safe (for rent) and electronic lock. Besides the balconies 
have a couple of chairs and a table to enjoy the best Mediterranean 
landscape views in the warm summer evenings. 

You can book an extra bed or a baby crib warning in advance of the arrival (the 
baby crib is free). 
 
The main services offered by the hotel are: breakfast / dinner buffet, daily 
menu available in the hotel bar, free wiffi in public areas, elevators, laundry 
service for an additional fee, pool, spa, before and after check in and check out 
the guests can store your luggage in the slogan of the hotel and possibility to 
rent a car, bicycle or scooter at the hotel reception (according to a car rental 
company). 
 
In addition is really important to make a SWOT analysis of the project. So we 
can start with the external analysis:  

- Opportunities: we know that it is currently carrying out a process of 
rehabilitation of the area to recovers its quality parameters; so, there are 
plans to convert some hotels in the area in hotels 5 star and to improve 
all facilities, services and even water quality of the beach to make it a 
tourist area with highest quality standards.  
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It is also an area that receives a very large number of tourists every year, 
so despite being a 5-star hotel if we set competitive prices should be 
relatively easy to get reservations and a fairly good percentage of 
occupation.  
Is important and very favorable for the hotel the good seafront situation 
that it has. In addition people is beginning to appreciate the quality of 
services and is being a shifting from low cost hotels to 4 and 5 star hotels 
and hotels boutique. And at the moment however the reconversion of the 
area there are not to much competition of hotels of high quality, I mean 
hotels between 4 and 5 stars. 
Is also important to mention the Playa de Palma is a Blue flag beach. 
The blue flag represents a quality mark because it is granted to the 
beaches that accomplish certain requirements of quality, environmental 
conditions and facilities. 
Also consider economic growth and the (recently a bit unpredictable) 
political stability in Spain that give advantage over other competitors as 
well as to the security of the area. 
 
 

- Threats: a high percentage of guests staying in the area have a tourist 
profile that is not adapted to that we seek or to which we will orient our 
hotel; that is they are young people who come looking for cheap and low 
quality holidays, creating noisy environments uncomfortable for people 
who come to relax and get away from the routine.  
We also have to consider whether we can bear the costs we pay in the 
months that the hotel is closed due to the high seasonality of tourism in 
Mallorca in general; and the increase of uncontrolled housing supply and 
the last minute booking travel offers favor low cost hotels. 
Finally, the maturity of the traditional product of "sea, sun and sand" in 
the area that is seriously damaging the environment, and the seasonality 
of demand on the island. 

 
With regard to internal analysis we have: 

- Strengths: NH is an international well-known brand differentiated and 
valued in the market by the customers, because they have a good image 
of the brand. 
It’s fundamental the experience of the workers that occupied the 
decision-making positions, because is really important to have a team 
that know how to act in each situation of pressure, change and swiftly. 
But also is important the flexibility of the team and the company as a 
whole, because we compete in a quickly changing market. 
Once renovated, the hotel will have one of the most amazing facilities in 
the area and abundance of skilled workers (best tourism school of 
Spain).  
 

- Weaknesses: the main weak of the company is that we offer more and 
better qualifies service, and for this we need better facilities, better 
quality of the products that we use and workers more qualifies. All these 
aspects are reflected in the costs of the company as a higher production 
costs than the competence. 
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NH Hesperia Playa de Palma physical characteristics after the reform: will 
be much more modern, bright and spacious.   
The hotel will have air conditioning in their public areas, a differential entry for 
service luggage and merchandise than for customers, free parking for the 
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guests and the disabled facilities will be upscale and completely free of 
architectural barriers for persons with motor disabilities, blind or deaf.  
 
In the reception the guests could find phone available for them, 24hores 
reception and accessible by telephone (from the hotel and out of this), porter 
service or valet parking, and luggage pick-up and delivery from and to the room. 
It will be also available in the reception an advertisement about the payment 
methods, information about the hotel in many languages and a system to 
manage the complains and customers satisfaction questionnaires. 
 
In the Spa there will be solarium, sauna and ice for after it, massage rooms and 
changing rooms separated by gender; it will be acclimated with a relaxed music. 
 
In the conference room there will be Wiffi, phone, projector, air conditioning and 
a new audio and microphones system. 
 
In the dining room you will find an extensive buffet and a menu or a la cart 
service with products from the islands at the time of breakfast, lunch and dinner. 
And also a 24 hour room service with menus a la carte. 
 
The gym will have some bikes, treadmills, dumbbells and other sport machines 
to work all the part of the body.   
Besides the hotel will offer a children's pool, a playground zone, an animation 
children’s program for the younger ones and a babysitting service on request for 
an extra fee; but also for adults an outdoor pool, a day activities program and a 
night one, and a hairdresser service to the room. And also a pool restaurant 
with all kind of cocktails and soft drinks outdoor and another one in the events 
rooms, where the guests will enjoy a wide variety of shows for all audiences. 
 
The rooms will be divided in: 

- Standard Room (40): room with a king-size or two single beds, the 
maximum capacity of the room is 3 people. This room offers: possibility 
of an extra bed or cot, safe box, air conditioning, balcony, bathroom 
amenities, mini bar, hairdryer, shower / bath, telephone terminal in the 
bathroom also, cable TV, and pets are allowed (dogs and cats up to 40 
cm tall, and guide dogs without restriction). 

- Standard room- quadruple (family and kids) (20): are two standard rooms 
with 2 single beds each or one with a king-size bed with a connecting 
door, the maximum capacity is 6 people. Furthermore, this has Video 
games and entertainment for the youngest to be rent for an additional 
cost.  

- Standard room with views (40): is the same as the standard room but 
with spectacular sea views. 

- Suite (10): is a room twice larger than the standard with a king size bed, 
its maximum capacity is 3 people. The services it offers are the same as 
the standard more bathrobes, slippers, choice of pillows, Jacuzzi, dining 
area and coffee and tea machine. 

- Suite with views and terrace (7): this is like the suite but also offers desk, 
ironing board and iron. 
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- Presidential Suite with views and terrace (1): it is like the suite with view 
and terrace but a little roomier. 

 
Concerning the reform, the rooms will suffer a change similar to the one you 
can observe below: with beds, headboards, armchairs, curtains, linens, mirrors 
and bathrooms ... news. 
We will reuse the lamps, closets (to which we will add a mirror on the door), TV, 
safe box, air conditioning, mini bar, and the phone (to which we will add a 
cordless in the bathroom). 

 
BEFORE                                                                        AFTER 

 
 

 
 
 

 
The reception will receive a hand of beige paint and all the chairs and sofas will 
be new in range of garnets, orange and beige. 
New chairs for the dining room will be in accordance will the new table linen 
also in garnets, organs and beige colors, and the facilities dedicated to be free 
buffet will be replaced by new ones. 
The conference room will have a new projector, sound and microphones 
system, and more modern furnishings. 
The pool bar will have a new awning, chairs and armchairs. The pool will also 
have new umbrellas and hammocks and in the Spa we will enable a room for 
massage and therapies, together with the remodeling the existing facilities. 
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Framing the reform with the General Touristic Law is not a problem because 
according the BOE the government promote the reform of hotels and the 
upgrading of the standards( hotel stars) in the maturity touristic areas. The hotel 
should make a previous communication of the modification and changes that 
the hotel will suffer accompanied with all the documents needed according to 
the present law (charter I, Article 24).  
Also for helping the company make sure the accomplishment of all the 
requirement to be a 5 stars hotel there is a web page that the government has 
put at the service of citizens, that is the following one: 
http://www.balearicislandstourism.info/autoevaluacion/, where the companies 
can find a questionnaire that indicates if the hotel offers all the facilities and 
services needed to achieve the recognition of five stars Hotel. 
   
 
 
Regarding HR policy, before selecting a candidate to fill any vacant place in 
the company they have to bring a very important process: 

- Definition of each job position trying to cover: clearly define the functions 
and activities to be executed, as well as the skills needed to develop 
properly. 

- Recruitment of employees: process in which the company publishes and 
notifies the vacancy and where the interested candidates apply for the 
job. These candidates may be from the same company (for internal 
recruitment: is cheaper, faster and easier because candidates already 
know the policies and ways of working of the company) or outside this 
(external recruitment: brings new ideas and thoughts and take advantage 
of the training that other companies have given these candidates or 
training they have acquired themselves on their own). 

- Selection and hiring: selection is the process by which we decide among 
several job seekers which are the most appropriate, so, is a process by 
which the skills, interests, aptitudes and personality of applicants are 
matched with the specifications the job. Some methods that can help us 
discover this are the personal interviews, psychometric and psychometric 
exams, knowledge tests, referrals, medical examinations ... Once 
selected the right persons for the right jobs the company proceeds to 
contract them. 

Always taking into account the costs of these activities 
 
Concerning the employees’ motivation, the company has to take into account 
that for a company to achieve the objectives with efficiency, quality, innovation 
and reduced costs is the most important and to achieve it is essential to have 
motivated human resources. The motivation is that drives human behavior, 
which leads or guides such behavior and how this behavior is maintained or 
sustained. This motivation can be: 

- Extrinsic (external): it aims to reward the performance of workers through 
economic incentives or other professional advantages. 

- Intrinsic (born inside of the worker): goes beyond the material benefit that 
can get to perform their functions, it is for personal satisfaction that this 
may cause, the fact of being self-realized, who likes his work, which has 

http://www.balearicislandstourism.info/autoevaluacion/
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a good work climate, which have the right material to carry out its tasks 
correctly ... 

- Transcendent: is that motivation that comes from the profit earned by 
third parties. 

Some important methods of motivation for me are doing the work interesting for 
the employees, make workers feel as a part of the company and give 
importance to their opinions, reward work performance with compensation that 
are valued and provide feedback to workers, ensure the integration of new 
employees, mark them goals and objectives, offer a good salary and economic 
valuation, incentives and awards, improve working conditions, training and 
professional development and performance evaluation. 
 
Compensation: in terms of salary remuneration workers will have a fixed salary 
commensurate with their duties and responsibilities to be determined in the 
contract, plus an annual basis that would be rewarded according to their 
productivity with economic incentives once a year that would vary according to 
compliance objectives. Besides these incentives are only for permanent staff or 
fixed discontinuous contracts, not for temporary contracts are those hired in 
high season in case of more manpower needed. 
 
The teams are organized by departments that have based workers, led by a 
Team Leader who is reporting problems, complaints or reports to Team 
Manager of each area and this is already in contact with the hotel manager, this 
hierarchical pattern is repeated in all departments of the company (staff, 
maintenance, administration, reservations and reception, restaurant and 
kitchen).  And finally the hotel manager who contacts and reports the results 
and reports to the manager director of the area of Spain and Portugal and so to 
senior positions. 
Below you can see the structure and the organizational organigram: 
 

 

HOTEL MANAGER 

team manager 
administrativ 
department 

 team leader 
administrative 

department 

based workers 
administrative 

departmetn 

team manager 
reservations and 

reception department 

team leader 
reservations and 

reception department 

based workers 
reservations and 

reception department 

team manager restaurant 
and kitchen department 

team leader restaurant 
and kitchen department 

based workers 
restaurant and kitchen 

department 
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As for quality management, quality indicators and valuation methods used are 
as follows: 

- In 2012 more than 228,000 reviews were collected, with an average 
overall assessment of 8.1 out of 10 which makes the company one of the 
best valued in the sector. 

- Quality Focus is a dialogue channel with customers that has allowed 
positioning the service and quality as strategic aspects of the Company, 
giving NH Hotels competitive advantage in the marketplace and enabling 
employees from all countries to be involved. 

- Quality Focus On-line is a software by which we can know the value of 
customers in all hotels, combining all that information on a single 
platform and obtaining reliable statistics to show their level of satisfaction 
to establish plans for continuous improvement. 

 
Marketing strategy and commercialization that we will offer is quite complete 
and diversified. We offer a luxury product at competitive prices. The NH 
Hesperia Resort Playa de Palma comprises 5 stars and an international 
recognition thanks to the NH Hotels brand. The market segments we will focus 
are couples and families looking to enjoy a few relaxing days in a privileged 
place with a beach of clear water and beautiful weather. 
To reach these market segments we will use both direct and indirect distribution 
channels. 

- Direct distribution channels will be used to avoid paying middlemen and 
take advantage that we are an international well-known brand, these are: 

o Own central reservations: allowing the customer to book in 
advance. It can be done by phone, fax or through the website of 
the company. 

o In the hotel: the customer can approach any hotel and directly hire 
the service. 

For these direct distribution channels NH Hotels uses many of the tools of the 
promotional mix:  

o advertising (especially magazines or websites,  along with outdoor 
advertising on trucks, billboards in events ... and print advertising) 

o public relations (for NH is very important image that customers 
have of the company, so they surround themselves with 
professionals in public relations to learn some guidelines on how 
to act on each situation to maintain the good image of the 
company) 

o sales promotion (continuously launch bids in order to attract 
potential customers constantly and at any time of year and 
encourage the purchase) 

o personal sales (face to face, by telephone,  
o tourism fairs (each year attend tourism fairs in order to meet the 

supply and demand as well as present their products and close 
contracts ) 

o web 2.0 internet 
o Others: brochures and catalogs, merchandising, street marketing, 

direct marketing, and through association, clubs and mobile Apps.  
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This is an intensive strategy and on to the criteria that are related to the degree 
of interaction of channel members used a mixed strategy that combines the 
push and pull strategy. 
 

- Regarding indirect distribution channels we have those who are formed 
by intermediaries and are outside the company, that are: 

o Travel agencies (both wholesalers Rumbo and Atrapalo, as 
retailers (to whom they often pay a commission of 10% and it is 
paid within 10 days due to the importance of the source for the NH 
sales)) 

o Booking centers (charge the commission agreed at the end of the 
month, and NH uses Booking),  

o CRS and GDS (as Amadeus), 
o Tourism consortium (Hotusa),  
o Meta search engines (Trivago) 
o Web airlines (web Iberia) 
o Cooperation with Viajes el Corte Inglés. 

It is also combined with new ideas and strategies on line to catch different 
customer segments. 

 
Respect to the services we will outsource are those of: 

- Cleaning hotel rooms: I have decided to outsource this service because 
the monthly costs would be € 9084 / month, which we can sum € 423 / 
month for a fund of cleaning products; and if we make the service, the 
costs amount to € 13200 in monthly salaries of 1200 euros to which we 
can sum around 500 € per person from social security that will over the 
company; and that we would need about 7 people for cleaning rooms 
and 4 for the rest of the hotel (halls, terraces, dining room, restaurant, 
spa, gym ...). 

- Laundry service: I have also decided to outsource it because according 
to the information I have got, it entails high costs because the must be 
taken into account water used, washers, dryers and irons, electricity that 
these machines need, the room where develop this work and wages and 
social security costs of workers that carry him out. Therefore this service 
could get profitable if our hotel had 300 rooms or more, where the 
number of kilos of laundry is so high that pays off running with all the 
above expenses. 

 
The own services we will realize internally for our customers: 
Wake up service, umbrellas at the reception, magazines updated free in 
reception, daily local press free, national or international daily newspaper 
service, sewing, cleaning shoes, welcome in the room and fresh flowers, rental 
wheelchairs, secondary cleaning room service at the afternoon (cleaning and 
towel change bins), ironing service (delivery at 9 am and return to them 12 
hours). 
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4. Reform costs and estimation of benefits and costs for the next 5 
years, including a positive and negative scenario it is found in the 
Excel document. 
 

REFORM: 
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FORECAST OF COSTS AND BENEFITS FOR THE NEXT 5 YEARS IN THE 
ANNEX 1(COMPLETE INFORMATION IN THE EXCEL DOCUMENT). 
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5. Conclusions of the project based on the excel analysis about the 
reform costs and the estimation of benefits and costs for the next 5 
years, including a positive and negative scenario:  

I am presenting a project of 3 stars hotel in Playa de Palma that needs a reform 
and taking advantage of the situation we upgrade it till 5 stars hotel. The reform 
costs 2889372,2€ and we will pay it through a debt with a bank that applies a 
7% of annual interests, so at the end the amount to pay will be 3091628,25€. 
After this information, as you can see in the Excel this project is feasible in all 
three scenarios. Broadly speaking we consider that is feasible because the VAN 
is bigger than zero, so there are benefits; and the TIR is higher than the 
discount rate of 7.26% in Banca March (we suppose we work with this banc), so 
is advisable to invest on it because you will have higher revenues that putting 
the money in the bank. 
In specific terms if we focus in the expected scenario, the annual cash flows are 
around 1090000 and 1150000€ per year, taking into account that the trimestral 
cash flows are positives in the second and third trimester (in the high season), 
and negative in the first and fourth trimester. To solve this deficit in the first 
semester we will opt to delay of payments to suppliers and pay it with the 
surplus of the second trimester as we have according to the BOE law at least, 
days after receiving the merchandise or services; and to solve the deficit of the 
fourth trimester we will use the surplus of the third trimester.  
So however that we have deficit in both first and fourth trimestral cash flows 
these are compensate with the other two trimesters and the result is a relatively 
high positive annual cash flow. 
This model of finance the negative cash flows of the first and forth trimester will 
be repeated in the negative and positive scenarios, which also have a positive 
VAN and TIR. 
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In conclusion, happening any of this scenarios it will be a good idea to invest in 
the project due to the high profitability of it.  
 
It is established in the contract that the amount of money (€) that we will pay 
quarterly to the owner in terms of rooms sold is a 7%. However we will be 
willing to pay a maximum quantity of 13.7%, as in this way the TIR will be one 
point higher than the discount rate of Spain and it will be also best to invest on 
it; however if we rise it just a 0.01% more it will cease to be a profitable project 
on the pessimist scenario. Here you have images that reinforce this argument, if 
we pay a 13.8% or more the TIR will be lower than the discount rate that the 
bank offer so we will decide to not invest on the hotel. 
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ANNEX 1: 
 

 
PESIMIST SCENARIO: 
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